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Abstract- This paper clarifies about the most widely recognized issue experienced in our everyday lives that is 

with respect to GAS cylinder is empty. In this paper to make mindfulness about the decreasing weight of the gas 

in the compartment, and to put in a gas request utilizing IOT. The gas booking/arrange is being finished with the 

assistance IOT and that the consistent weight estimation is finished utilizing a heap cell which is interfaced with 

a Microcontroller (to contrast and a perfect esteem). When it comes it to security of the pack and also gas holder 

we have a MQ-2(gas sensor), LM 35(temperature sensor), which will distinguish the encompassing condition 

for any shot of mistake. At whatever point any change is subjected in any of the sensors (stack cell, LM35, Mq-

2) a siren (60db) is activated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the previous decade, there was an expansion utilization of condensed oil gasses (LPG) and gaseous petrol to 

take care of the expanding demand for vitality and supplant oil or coal because of their ecological difficulty. 

LPG and flammable gas consume neatly and are less destructive to nature. They have been broadly utilized as a 

part of industry, warming, home apparatuses, and engine fuel [1]. Despite the fact that LPG and flammable gas 

are natural friendly, they can represent a real danger in the event that they spill. They are regularly put away in 

pressurized steel barrels in fluid shape and vaporize at typical temperatures.  

 

LPG is heavier than air, in this way it streams along the floor and settle in low guides which makes it 

troublesome toward scatter. On the off chance that breaks happens, LPG [2] and gaseous petrol bubble into air 

and supplant oxygen which can cause suffocation. Besides, start may happen and cause a blast. Thus, the 

recognition of gasses has acquired enthusiasm for late years particularly in fields of wellbeing, industry, 

condition, and emanation control. Family wellbeing is turning into an issue because of the expansion utilization 

of LPG and petroleum gas for warming and home machines.  

 

This paper is a compelling and positive method for observing the gas amount in the holder, and to private and 

also to submit a refill request in the separate branch office (gas office), by means of a message by methods for 

web through IoT module. The constant measure is finished utilizing the heap cell [3] which assistant chips away 

at the guideline of piezo electric sensor, i.e.; when a gas compartment is set on the load cell it quantifies the 

weight and sends an electric heartbeat to the microcontroller which will contrast the beat and a perfect an 

incentive in type of advanced (the electric heartbeat is changed over in to proportionate computerized esteem).  

 

On the off chance that the analyzed yield is high then it sends a pulse (high) to the IoT [4-5] which will refresh it 

to the web yet doesn't put in a request, yet in the event that the thought about yield is low then it send a pulse 

(low) to the IoT which will refresh it to the web an even submit a gas refill request. 
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II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

 

The device connects to the internet via Wi-Fi and thus increasing the mobility of the platform within the 

premises of the house. The proposed system consists of three major modules: the hardware device, the cloud 

server and a Smartphone app. The hardware device consists of all the sensors and actuator mechanisms 

necessary for sensing and preventing an abnormal situation. The Smartphone app provides the end user with a 

GUI to monitor the data and control the device operation from a remote place. The cloud server acts as the 

middle man between the hardware device and the Smartphone app managing all the data traffic between them in 

real-time. 

 
Figure 1: Gas Leakage System 

 

The device is intended for use in household safety where appliances and heaters that use liquid petroleum gas 

(LPG) [7] may be a source of risk. The system can also be used for other applications in the industry or plants 

that depend on LPG in their operations. Figure 1 shows that LPG gas leakage system. As soon as an LPG gas 

leakage or a file breakout is sensed, the device automatically takes the following precautionary measures. 

1) Closes the gas valve  

2) Opens the air ventilation 

3) Shuts-off the home electricity, to prevent electrical sparks 
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4) Provides a loud local alarm to alert neighbours 

5) Sends a smart phone alert to the owner  

6) Sends an e-mail alert to the owner or authorities 

7) Waits for the gas concentration to return to normal 

 

Live-Monitoring and Control 

The smart phone app can show the amount of LPG gas remaining, present room temperature other device status. 

These data are updated every few seconds providing real-time live monitoring. In addition to this, the actuators 

connected on the device can be controlled from the smart phone app giving additional benefits for the user.  

On-Demand Automatic Reordering Facility  

If the device is configured in automatic reordering mode, whenever the gas level comes below a certain 

threshold, the device automatically sends a gas cylinder requesting e-mail to the gas vendor or gas distributor. 

The user must save the e-mail address of the gas distributor before enabling this feature. 

Low Weight Alert  

Every time when a new gas cylinder is delivered, the user must press a button on the device which starts the 

process of measuring the weight of the cylinder and if it detects low weight cylinder, which means a low fuel 

content, it will immediately alert the user Smartphone app about this as well as send an e-mail alert to the gas 

agency company to register this case. This is a useful application in finding and avoiding a low weight gas 

cylinder at the time of delivery. 

III. IOT CLOUD-BLYNK  

The cloud is responsible for  

1) Authorizes the hardware device and the Smartphone app 

2) Enables the communication between the Smartphone app and the hardware device 

3) Handles all the data translation and data management between them. 

 

Smartphone App - Blynk 

The Smartphone app allows the user to monitor and control the device from a remote place. The Smartphone 

GUI is created using Blynk app that is readily available for download for both Android and iOS. Blynk is a 

Smartphone app that allows the developer to create a custom UI according to the application requirements. It 

leverages the resources of a Smartphone and provides a set of widgets that helps to create the custom user 

interface. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 2 shows that the hardware implementation of gas leakage system. If the device is configured in automatic 

reordering mode, whenever the gas level comes below a certain threshold, the device automatically sends a gas 

cylinder requesting e-mail to the gas vendor or gas distributor. The user must save the e-mail address of the gas 

distributor before enabling this feature. Every time when a new gas cylinder is delivered, the user must press a 

button on the device which starts the process of measuring the weight of the cylinder and if it detects low weight 

cylinder, which means a low fuel content, it will immediately alert the user Smartphone app about this as well as 

send an e-mail alert to the gas agency company to register this case. 

 
Figure 2: Hardware Implementation 
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This is a useful application in finding and avoiding a low weight gas cylinder at the time of delivery. The smart 

phone app can show the amount of LPG gas remaining, present room temperature other device status. These 

data are updated every few seconds providing real-time live monitoring. In addition to this, the actuators 

connected on the device can be controlled from the smart phone app giving additional benefits for the user. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The main aim of this project is to develop a gas leakage monitoring and automatic control system. This system 

will detect any chances for a gas leakage from cylinder-based appliance. Usually fire occurs in a cylinder- based 

appliance due to leakage of gas through the gas pipeline. By using a gas sensor, the above reason can be 

detected in advance. With the use of an alarming system the user can be alerted about this.  If gas leakage 

occurs, closing the gas outlet valve can control it. This can be achieved with the help of a stepper motor 

connected to the valve. Also by using an exhaust fan the leaked gas can be expelled out.  The controlling 

operation on fan, stepper motor is done by the microcontroller. Finally, the user monitoring gas leakage details 

in mobile phone through IoT. 
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